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Related To Warning Description

Upgrade The system failed MPHA test. Before any upgrade, please ensure all shelves FC cable loops connected to the A and B modules are

separated, and check any partial path disks that may caused hung shelf IO module.

Upgrade You should run AggrSpaceCheck Tool to verify that the system has the requisite available free space needed to upgrade successfully (without

disabling space guarantees or offlining aggregates/volumes).

Upgrade If you are running SnapDrive software on Windows hosts connected to this filer, the following versions are supported with ONTAP 7.3.4P4:

4.2, 4.2.1, 5.0

Note: If you are using SnapDrive with SnapManager for Exchange/SQL/Oracle/SAP/SharePoint/Domino, please check the compatibility

between your SnapDrive and SnapManager before implementing the upgrade.

Upgrade This system has ESH4 modules that are below the latest release. It is recommended to upgrade these modules to 14.

Upgrade The firmware on the RLM is 3.0. The latest RLM firmware is 4.0. Upgrading this firmware is recommended.

Caution: Upgrading RLM to 4.0 firmware requires the RLM to be running firmware version 3.1 or later.

The 

rlm update

 command must be used with the 

-f

 option when updating to version 4.0.

Review the update instructions prior to updating firmware.

Upgrade This system has SnapMirror licensed. Ensure that SnapMirror destinations are always at a higher version than the source for SnapMirror to

continue working.

Upgrade For current ONTAP releases prior to 7.3, NetApp Global Services recommends running perfstat during a typical usage time to save a

performance baseline prior to an upgrade in case it is needed. This will take about 30 mins of run time.

Upgrade This system has SnapMirror licensed. When upgrading an appliance in a volume SnapMirror relationship with another appliance, the

destination appliance must be upgraded first if the relationship is to be maintained.

Upgrade The BIOS on the motherboard is not up to date. The latest BIOS for this platform is  4.3.0 . Upgrading this BIOS is recommended.

Upgrade Please note that SAN hosts running HP/UX and using Veritas Volume Manager will be disrupted even with the Non-Disruptive procedures.

Downgrade This downgrade should not be attempted because cross Data ONTAP families revert will render all current SnapShots unusable in target

version 7.3.4P4.

Downgrade The system failed MPHA test. Before any upgrade, please ensure all shelves FC cable loops connected to the A and B modules are

separated, and check any partial path disks that may caused hung shelf IO module.

Downgrade Please ensure your FPolicy extension list does not have any long file name extensions before reverting. Pre ONTAP 7.3, the names for

screening policies and policy types can have up to 80 characters ONLY. Any long extensions will not be screened by FPolicy after reverting.

Downgrade If you are running SnapDrive software on Windows hosts connected to this filer, the following versions are supported with ONTAP 7.3.4P4:

4.2, 4.2.1, 5.0

Note: If you are using SnapDrive with SnapManager for Exchange/SQL/Oracle/SAP/SharePoint/Domino, please check the compatibility

between your SnapDrive and SnapManager before implementing the upgrade.

Downgrade This system has ESH4 modules that are below the latest release. It is recommended to upgrade these modules to 14.

Downgrade The firmware on the RLM is 3.0. The latest RLM firmware is 4.0. Upgrading this firmware is recommended.

Caution: Upgrading RLM to 4.0 firmware requires the RLM to be running firmware version 3.1 or later.

The 

rlm update

 command must be used with the 

-f

 option when updating to version 4.0.

Review the update instructions prior to updating firmware.
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Related To Warning Description

Downgrade This system has SnapMirror licensed. Ensure that SnapMirror destinations are always at a higher version than the source for SnapMirror to

continue working.

Downgrade This system has SnapMirror licensed. When upgrading an appliance in a volume SnapMirror relationship with another appliance, the

destination appliance must be upgraded first if the relationship is to be maintained.

Downgrade The BIOS on the motherboard is not up to date. The latest BIOS for this platform is  4.3.0 . Upgrading this BIOS is recommended.

Downgrade Please note that SAN hosts running HP/UX and using Veritas Volume Manager will be disrupted even with the Non-Disruptive procedures.
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Step Upgrade Plan     7.2.6.1P2 --> 7.3.4P4

1 Be sure to read the Release Notes as well as the Upgrade Guide of the target release for important information and technical detail before

beginning your upgrade.

Before upgrading Data ONTAP, monitor CPU and disk utilization for 30 seconds by entering the following command at the console of each

storage controller:

sysstat -c 10 -x 3

The values in the CPU and Disk Util columns are strongly recommended not to exceed 50% for all ten measurements reported. Ensure that no

additional load is added to the storage system until the upgrade completes.

 

Download perfstat and run it on a client as follows:

perfstat -f filername -t 4 -i 5 > perfstatname.out

Save this output file for a couple of weeks after the upgrade is complete

2 Ensure all SnapDrive for Windows clients are running one of the supported versions for 7.3.4P4: 4.2, 4.2.1, 5.0 

3 Verify that for any SnapMirror relationship involved with this node, the destination node must be on a greater or equal ONTAP version after

this downgrade for the SnapMirror to continue operating.

4 Be aware that SnapMirror destinations must be upgraded before sources for SnapMirror to continue working after this upgrade

5 Download the system files for 7.3.4P4 (734P4_setup_q.exe) from the NOW site. Be sure to download the system files that match your node

model for a Windows host.

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

6 Connect to the console of the node and trigger an AutoSupport:

HQ-FS1> options autosupport.doit starting_NDU

7 Contact NetApp Support and check /etc/messages for any obvious errors; e.g. disk errors, firmware errors, etc.

Using Windows: Map C$ to the Windows Host

Browse the 

etc

 folder

Open file 'messages' using WordPad. If failed disks are found, it is recommended they be removed before upgrading.

8 Back up the 

etc&#92;hosts

 and 

etc&#92;rc

 files in Windows to a temporary directory.
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Step Upgrade Plan     7.2.6.1P2 --> 7.3.4P4

9 Copy the system image file (734P4_setup_q.exe) to the 

/etc/software

 directory on the node. From a Windows box as an Administrator:

o Map the 

C$

 share to a Windows drive letter (for example X:).

o Copy the image file to 

X:&#92;etc&#92;software

10 Install the system file via the software command:

HQ-FS1> software update 734P4_setup_q.exe -r

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

11 Download the RLM FW from the NOW site.

12 Check to see if the boot device has been properly updated:

HQ-FS1> version -b

The primary kernel should be 7.3.4P4.

13 Copy the RLM_FW.zip file to the /etc/software directory on the node.

o Map the C$ share to a Windows drive letter (for example X:).

o Copy the RLM_FW.zip to X:&#92;etc&#92;software

14 Install the RLM FW:

HQ-FS1> software install RLM_FW.zip

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

15 Upgrade the shelf firmware:

HQ-FS1> priv set advanced

 HQ-FS1*> storage download shelf

HQ-FS1*> priv set
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Step Upgrade Plan     7.2.6.1P2 --> 7.3.4P4

16 Update the RLM FW:

HQ-FS1> rlm update

Enter y when prompted to reboot the RLM.

 Wait 60 seconds to allow the RLM to reboot

 

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

17 Verify the firmware on the RLM card:

HQ-FS1> rlm status

18 Load the motherboard firmware files onto the node. Refer to the NOW site for detailed instructions.

 

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU, you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and giveback steps.

Follow the procedure on the NOW site, including the 

&quot;download -d&quot;

 step, but do not halt or reboot the node. This will occur during the NDU takeover/giveback steps.

19 For each destination volume, enter the following command to allow existing SnapMirror relations to complete:

HQ-FS1> snapmirror quiesce Your Destination here

Example

To quiesce relations to the destination volume 

fas270cl1-cn:vol1

, enter the following command:

HQ-FS1> snapmirror quiesce fas270cl1-cn:vol1

Enter the following command on both source and destination systems to disable SnapMirror operations:

HQ-FS1> snapmirror off
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Step Upgrade Plan     7.2.6.1P2 --> 7.3.4P4

20 Takeover and giveback sequence between nodes

 Terminate CIFS on the node to be taken over (HQ-FS2): 

HQ-FS2> 

cifs terminate

 

From HQ-FS1, take over the data service from the partner node HQ-FS2 

HQ-FS1> cf takeover 

Interrupt the partner node's reboot process. While POST is running, press CTRL-C, DEL, or CTRL-BACKSPACE to abort the autoboot.

 

The Updater program:

o Prompts you for whether you want to update the flash; enter y to continue

Restart the node:

LOADER> bye 

After HQ-FS2 reboots and displays &quot;waiting for giveback&quot;, give back the data service:

HQ-FS1> cf giveback 

Terminate CIFS on the node to be taken over ( HQ-FS1 ):

HQ-FS1> cifs terminate 

 From the newly upgraded node HQ-FS2, take over the data service: 

HQ-FS2> cf takeover -n 

 Halt, and then restart the first node:

HQ-FS1> halt

HQ-FS1> bye 

Interrupt the first node's reboot process. While POST is running, press CTRL-C, DEL, or CTRL-BACKSPACE to abort the autoboot.

The Updater program:

o Prompts you for whether you want to update the flash; enter y to continue

Restart the node:

LOADER> bye 

After the first node reboots and displays &quot;waiting for giveback&quot;, give back the data service:
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HQ-FS2> c giveback 

 

 For SAN environments, wait at least 10 minutes between takeover and giveback events.
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Step Upgrade Plan     7.2.6.1P2 --> 7.3.4P4

21 Enter the following command to re-enable SnapMirror:

HQ-FS1> snapmirror on 

 

Enter the following command to resume existing SnapMirror relations:

HQ-FS1> snapmirror resume Your Destination here

22 Verify the upgrade completed successfully to 7.3.4P4:

HQ-FS1> version

23 Upgrade HQ-FS2 (if not already done)

24 Verify the space guarantees on the volumes:

HQ-FS1> vol status -v

25 Connect to the console of the node and trigger an AutoSupport

HQ-FS1> options autosupport.doit finishing_NDU
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Step Backout Plan     7.3.4P4 --> 7.2.6.1P2

1 Ensure all SnapDrive for Windows clients are running one of the supported versions for 7.2.6.1P2: 4.2, 4.2.1, 5.0 

2 Verify that for any SnapMirror relationship involved with this node, the destination node must be on a greater or equal ONTAP version after

this downgrade for the SnapMirror to continue operating.

3 Be aware that SnapMirror destinations must be upgraded before sources for SnapMirror to continue working after this upgrade

4 Download the system files for 7.2.6.1P2 (7261P2_setup_q.exe) from the NOW site. Be sure to download the system files that match your node

model for a Windows host.

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

5 Connect to the console of the node and trigger an AutoSupport using the following command:

HQ-FS1> options autosupport.doit Upgrading

6 Contact NetApp Support and check /etc/messages for any obvious errors; e.g. disk errors, firmware errors, etc.

Using Windows: Map C$ to the Windows Host

Browse the 

etc

 folder

Open file 'messages' using WordPad. If failed disks are found, it is recommended they be removed before upgrading.

7 Back up the 

etc&#92;hosts

 and 

etc&#92;rc

 files in Windows to a temporary directory.

8 Copy the system image file (7261P2_setup_q.exe) to the 

/etc/software

 directory on the node. From a Windows box as an Administrator:

o Map the 

C$

 share to a Windows drive letter (for example X:).

o Copy the image file to 

X:&#92;etc&#92;software

9 Install the system file via the software command:

HQ-FS1> software update 7261P2_setup_q.exe -r

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

10 Download the RLM FW from the NOW site.

11 Check to see if the boot device has been properly updated:

HQ-FS1> version -b

The primary kernel should be 7.2.6.1P2.
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Step Backout Plan     7.3.4P4 --> 7.2.6.1P2

12 Copy the RLM_FW.zip file to the /etc/software directory on the node.

o Map the C$ share to a Windows drive letter (for example X:).

o Copy the RLM_FW.zip to X:&#92;etc&#92;software

13 Install the RLM FW:

HQ-FS1> software install RLM_FW.zip

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

14 Upgrade the shelf firmware:

HQ-FS1> priv set advanced

 HQ-FS1*> storage download shelf

HQ-FS1*> priv set

15 Update the RLM FW:

HQ-FS1> rlm update

Enter y when prompted to reboot the RLM.

 Wait 60 seconds to allow the RLM to reboot

 

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU (or backout), you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and

giveback steps.

16 Verify the firmware on the RLM card:

HQ-FS1> rlm status

17 Run the revert_to command:

HQ-FS1> revert_to 

18 Terminate CIFS on the node to be taken over ( HQ-FS2 ):

HQ-FS2> cifs terminate

19 Load the motherboard firmware files onto the node. Refer to the NOW site for detailed instructions.

 

If you are performing a Data ONTAP NDU, you must perform this step on both nodes before performing the takeover and giveback steps.

Follow the procedure on the NOW site, including the 

&quot;download -d&quot;

 step, but do not halt or reboot the node. This will occur during the NDU takeover/giveback steps.

20 Disable the data service:

HQ-FS1> cf disable
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Step Backout Plan     7.3.4P4 --> 7.2.6.1P2

21 Halt the node:

HQ-FS1> halt

22 Verify the upgrade completed successfully to 7.2.6.1P2:

HQ-FS1> version

23 Upgrade HQ-FS2 (if not already done)

24 Enable the cluster (if both sides are downgraded):

HQ-FS1> cf enable


